ABSTRACT Video-based person re-identification (Re-ID) remains to be a promising but challenging computer vision task, suffering from a lack of discriminative features that better aggregate both the spatial and temporal information. In this paper, we propose a joint attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation network (JAFN) for the video-based person Re-ID, simultaneously learning the quality-and frame-aware model to obtain attention-based spatial-temporal feature aggregation. Specifically, we utilize CNN to learn the spatial features, while introducing the LSTM to separately learn the temporal features. For the feature aggregation, we introduce two attention mechanisms respectively for generating the quality and frame significance score, where the quality score measures the quality of the images for attentive spatial feature aggregation, and the frame score measures the significance of the image frames contributing to the temporal feature. Then, we utilize the set-pooling for both the quality-aware spatial feature and the frame-aware temporal feature aggregation based on the attentive scores. The residual learning is also introduced to play between the LSTM and the CNN for adaptive spatial-temporal feature fusion. Furthermore, we adopt the data balance to alleviate the data disproportions existing in datasets of the video-based Re-ID. The extensive experimental results conducted on the PRID2011, i-LIDS-VID, and MARS datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed JAFN. Furthermore, comparison results conducted on different modules and features in the JAFN show that our approach is of favorable generalization ability on attentively aggregating both the spatial and temporal features.
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (Re-ID) is of important capability for surveillance systems [1] - [4] . It has remained to be a challenging issue due to multiple challenges, such as large variations in viewpoint and lighting across different views. Most existing approaches have been proposed for the still image case, based on supervised learning to obtain a common spatial feature representation subspace in which the similarity of persons between different views can be assessed directly [5] - [7] , or to find distance metric that is helpful for identification in the feature space [8] , [9] . However, spatial appearance features are severely limited due
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to illumination and pose variations among different views. Compared to the methods on still images, video-based Re-ID is a more realistic setting in practice. For the video-based Re-ID task, images in a set can be complementary to each other, so that they provide more information than a single image, such as images from different poses [10] , which is useful for reducing the influence of some ambiguous cases and supplying continuous appearance information. Moreover, sequential person images always contain the temporal information such as gait that is more reliable than the appearance information. However, the video-based Re-ID suffers from lack of discriminative features that better aggregate both the spatial and temporal information. Video-based Re-ID remains to be a challenging issue far away from being solved.
FIGURE 1.
The structure of the proposed JAFN to address the challenges for video-based person Re-ID tasks. The JAFN consists of three modules. The quality-aware attention module generates the quality score to measure the quality of the images for attentive spatial feature aggregation. The frame-aware attention module measures the significance of the image frames contributing to the temporal feature. The two attention mechanisms make the system focus on the images with higher quality and significance. The residual learning plays between the spatial and temporal features for more discriminative feature fusion that helps video-based Re-ID.
Recently, many approaches have been proposed for the video-based Re-ID. Some researches propose to direct aggregate information from all person images in a set by the max or average pooling appearance features [11] , [12] . However, some images in the set may be not suitable for recognition due to severe clutters and poor definition. To solve the problem, some approaches propose to select the most discriminative frames of the person as the input for recognition [13] . The work of [10] utilizes the quality-aware network model to pay more attention to the images of high-quality. However, these methods only consider the spatial features which easily suffer from the camera view variations. The works of [11] and [12] utilize the deep recurrent network RNN for the video-based person re-identification to extract the temporal feature. The temporal feature is also averagely accumulated from the feature of each frame, ignoring the varied significance of the frames that contribute to the temporal feature learning. The work proposed by [14] utilizes attention model to pay emphasis on the more important area and frames to make the learned feature by the RNN more effective. However, the RNN is known to cannot completely integrate all periodic information of all the sequence frames, the output of which has been proved to easily lose some important information of the earlier person image frames. The temporal feature lacks sufficient appearance information that limits the performance. How to attentively aggregate both the spatial and temporal features remains to be promising and unsolved.
To address the above-mentioned problems, we propose a joint attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation network (JAFN) for video-based person re-identification. The JAFN is to attentively aggregate both the spatial and temporal feature for obtaining more discriminative feature to improve the performance of video-based Re-ID. As shown in Fig. 1 , we propose to learn a quality-and frame-aware model for obtaining attention-based spatial-temporal feature aggregation. Specifically, we utilize the CNN to learn the spatial feature, while introduce the LSTM to separately learn the temporal features. For the feature aggregation, we introduce two attention mechanisms to respectively generate the quality and frame score, while the quality score measures the quality of the images for attentive spatial feature aggregation, and the frame score measures the significance of the image frames contributing to the temporal feature. Then we utilize the set-pooling for both the quality-aware spatial feature and frame-aware temporal feature aggregation based on the attentive scores. For adaptive feature fusion between the two features, we introduce the residual learning played between the LSTM and the CNN for better performance improvement. The element-wise addition is done between the extracted temporal and referenced spatial features for obtaining more discriminative fusion features. We also propose the data balance to alleviate the data disproportions existing in datasets of the video-based Re-ID.
The contributions of our work are summarized as follows: (1) Propose a joint attentive feature aggregation mechanism to attentively aggregate both the spatial and temporal features for video-based person re-identification; (2) Propose a residual learning mechanism to automatically learn the more discriminative spatial-temporal feature fusion; (3) Comprehensive comparisons and discussions are made on different representative datasets to analyze the effectiveness and generalization of our approach.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing approaches for the person Re-ID can be divided into two aspects: feature extraction [15] - [19] or distance learning [8] , [9] , [20] - [22] to directly learn the projections of data items from different camera views into a common feature representation subspace, in which the similarity between them can be assessed directly [5] - [7] , [23] . The diagram of our proposed JAFN model. It includes attention and feature generation streams for jointly attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation. We introduce two attention mechanism respectively for generating the quality and frame score, while the quality score measures the quality of the images for attentive spatial feature aggregation, and the frame score measures the significance of the image frames contributing to the temporal feature. Then we utilize the set-pooling for both the quality-aware spatial feature and frame-aware temporal feature aggregation. For adaptive feature fusion between the two features, we introduce the residual learning mechanism played between the LSTM and the CNN for better performance improvement. The element-wise addition is done between the extracted temporal and referenced spatial features for obtaining more discriminative fusion features that help the video-based Re-ID.
However, the over-fitting usually occurs when the system is not of good generality to the out-of-set examples, especially on the challenging datasets which contain large variations across different camera views. To relieve the over-fitting, the work of [10] utilizes the quality-aware network model to pay more attention to the images of high-quality. Zhang et al adopts reinforcement learning to improve the image-level feature representation [24] . Other approaches propose to select the most discriminative frames of the person as the input for recognition [13] . These methods achieve considerably improved performance. However, these methods only consider the spatial features which easily suffer from the camera view variations. In the real surveillance network, large variation always exists in the visual appearance due to clothes variations of the person images cross long period of time or location change, making the performance of identifying persons only by spatial information not reliable enough.
Some representative works introduce the temporal information to help improve the Re-ID performance since it contains more appearance evolution information, such as gait recognition [25] - [28] and temporal sequence matching [1] , [29] , [30] . Moreover, the works of [11] and [12] utilize the deep recurrent network RNN for the video-based person re-identification to extract the temporal feature. The work proposed by [14] utilizes attention model to pay emphasis on the more important area and frames to make the learned feature by the RNN more effective. These methods achieve considerable improvements of performance since the more reliable temporal feature is utilized. However, the RNN is known to cannot completely integrate all periodic information of all the sequence frames, the output of which has been proved to easily lose some important information of the earlier person image frames. The temporal features extracted from the whole person image sequences easily lose detail of the spatial information. Some researches propose to direct aggregate identity information from all images in a set by simply max/average pooling appearance features of all images [11] , [12] . However, some images in the set may be not suitable for recognition due to severe clutters and poor definition. In addition, for the temporal feature, frames in the certain sequence also are of varied significance for the temporal feature extraction. We should pay more attention to the images with better quality and the frames that better help the temporal feature extraction. The spatial and temporal feature should be effectively fused for more performance improvement. He et al. [31] proposes a residual learning framework to do element-wise addiction between the deeper layers and the reference to the layer inputs, making the deep layers indirectly better fit a desired optimal mapping by learning the residual. It is easier to learn the residual than to learn the output of the desired layer directly [31] . The performance improvements of the framework on classification demonstrate the effectiveness of residual learning. It is potentially helpful to utilize the residual learning in improving existing deep Re-ID architectures for adaptive spatial-temporal features fusion.
III. METHODOLOGY A. OVERVIEW
In this section, we concretely introduce the framework of our joint attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation network (JAFN). To attentively aggregate both the spatial and temporal features for obtaining more discriminative feature for video-based Re-ID, we propose to learn a qualityand frame-aware model to obtain attention-based spatialtemporal feature aggregation. As shown in Fig. 2 , The JAFN is of two branches for respective score and feature generation. The score generation branch is to generate the quality and frame score for making the system focus on the feature with more significance, and the feature generation FIGURE 3. The diagram of the quality-and frame-aware score generation. The input data is fed into the convolutional layer ''FCN1'' to generate 3-dimension score vectors for all the input images. Then the origin quality scores of all images in a set are sent to two parts, one is the sigmoid layer and group L1-normalization layer to generate the final scores for quality measurement, the other through the LSTM to generate the frame score referenced to the output of the quality score for accumulating the significance from anterior images within the video sequence. Furthermore, the 3-dimension score is for the parts attention for more performance improvements.
branch is for respectively generating the spatial and temporal features. Therefore, JAFN mainly contains three parts: the quality-aware attention for spatial feature aggregation, the frame-aware attention for temporal feature aggregation, and the residual learning for spatial-temporal fusion. Moreover, we adopt the data balance to further improve the JAFN.
B. QUALITY-AWARE ATTENTION
The schematic diagram of the quality-aware attention is shown in Fig. 2 . The image sequences are passed through two fully convolutional networks (FCN1 and FCN2) to respectively generate the quality score and feature representation. Inspired by the work of [10] , the quality-aware attention module aims to measure the usefulness of the input image for the spatial feature aggregation. Intuitively, since images with higher quality are easier for recognition while images with lower quality usually contain less help on set representation, if the image is of high definition and less clutters, the quality score will be theoretically higher to give the feature of the image more attention. The illustration of the quality score generation module is shown in Fig. 3 . Specifically, the input data is fed into the convolutional layer ''FCN1'' to generate 3-dimension score vectors for all the input images. Then the original quality scores of all images in a set are sent to the sigmoid layer and group L1-normalization layer to generate the final scores for quality measurement. The parameters of the ''FCN1'' is shown on Table 1 . Given an input sequence s = s 0 , . . . , s T −1 , T is the sequence length. For each person image s t , the quality score generation can be TABLE 1. Layer parameters of the ''FCN1'' shown in Fig. 3 
(%).
formulated as:
where the µ t is the generated quality-aware score for the image s t . Meanwhile, the network ''FCN2'' is for the spatial feature extraction,
where the FCN 2 denotes the procedure by the fully convolution network shown in Fig. 2 , and the C(s t ) denotes the spatial feature after the FCN2. In this paper, the FCN2 of JAFN is a 22 layer googlenet [32] . Denoting the feature after the FCN2 as f t , then
For the attentive spatial feature aggregation, we adopt the set pooling unit [10] to aggregate the representations of all images with the corresponding quality-aware scores, producing the final quality-aware feature representation of the image set. The procedure can be formulated as:
where the ''attention'' denotes the set-pooling with generated scores, T is the sequence length for the certain person. Furthermore, we propose the parts attention mechanism to make the feature focus on the more significant parts. Specifically, we split the global feature into the three-part features, respectively representing the upper part f t 1 , the middle part f t 2 and the lower part f t 3 . The quality-aware score µ t is 3-dimensional for corresponding parts feature aggregation.
Then we concatenate the part features to obtain the final feature,
where X C is the final sequential spatial feature after the quality-aware attention module.
C. FRAME-AWARE ATTENTION
The spatial feature usually suffers from the challenges caused by the viewpoint variations. In this section, we propose to attentively aggregate the more reliable temporal features that help the video-based Re-ID. We introduce the recurrent neural network (LSTM) to separately learn the temporal features for the image sequences. Moreover, frames in the certain sequence are also of varied significance for the temporal feature extraction. As shown in Fig. 1 , since the temporal feature mainly contains the periodic information such as gait, the images with no clutters on the leg or hand theoretically can provide more stable temporal information, thus these images should be paid more attention. Stimulated by these observations, we propose the frame-aware attention module to obtain the attentive temporal feature. The schematic diagram of the frame-aware attention is also shown in Fig. 2 . The LSTM in the JAFN receives the output feature vector from the CNN for accumulating features from anterior images within the video sequence. The input of the LSTM is the feature vectors f t obtained after the CNN. LSTM learns long-term dependencies and remembers information for long periods of time within person sequence, which can be denoted in the following formula:
where the o t produces an output based on both the current input and information from the previous time-steps, h t and c t are the hidden and cell state at time t, f t is the hidden state of the previous layer at time t or the input for the first layer, the i t , s t , and c t are the input, forget, and cell gate respectively. Similarly, we utilize the LSTM to generate the frame score ν t referenced to the output of the quality score µ t for accumulating the significance from anterior images within the video sequence:
where the ν t is the generated frame-aware score for the frame s t . We also adopt the set pooling layer for frame-aware sequence feature pooling:
Similarly, we adopt the parts attention on the frame-aware attention module to make the learned temporal feature more discriminative. Specifically, we split the temporal feature into the three-part features, respectively representing the upper part o t 1 , the middle part o t 2 and the lower part o t 3 . The frame-aware score ν t is 3-dimensional for corresponding parts feature aggregation.
Then we concatenate the parts features to obtain the final feature,
where X R is the final sequential temporal feature after the frame-aware attention module.
D. RESIDUAL LEARNING MECHANISM
For the video-based Re-ID task, the temporal and spatial appearance features are inextricably intertwined, playing different role to represent the person sequences. To adaptively fuse both the spatial and temporal features, we propose to do cascade residual learning mechanism for improving the video-based Re-ID, where the residual learning is played between the LSTM and the reference of the layer inputsthe CNN, instead of only utilizing CNN or recurrent network to extract features of the pedestrian. As have clarified in the work of [31] , the residual learning is to address the degradation problem to make the deep layers indirectly better fit a desired optimal mapping. Formally, denoting the output of the CNN as X , the desired optimal mapping as H (X ), in the original network which only contains the CNN network, the original mapping is X = H (X ). After the residual learning mechanism, we let the recurrent layers F(X ) fit another mapping of F(X ) := H (X ) − X . Then the original mapping is recast into F(X ) + X . As have clarified in the work [31] , it is easier to optimize the residual mapping than to optimize the original unreferenced mapping. To the extreme, if the output of the CNN were optimal, it would be easier to push the residual to zero than to fit an identity mapping by a stack of nonlinear layers. Therefore, the residual learning played by the recurrent layer has the ability to help the CNN to be more optimal and can make the learned feature more discriminative. Specifically, the JAFN composes of the CNN and the LSTM in a unified network, where the CNN learns the spatial features which are sent to the recurrent neural network (LSTM) for the temporal features learning, and the residual learning is played by the element-wise addition between the spatial and temporal features for obtaining more discriminative fusion features that help the video-based Re-ID. After the residual learning mechanism, we obtain the fusion of the spatial and temporal features x F :
where the ''+'' denotes the element-wise addition. Then we send the final feature representation for further optimization. 
E. MULTI-LOSS LAYER
For the JAFN, we adopt the siamese, triplet loss as well as the softmax loss layer for optimization, to fully utilize the label information, pulling positive pairs together and pushing negative pairs apart as well. For the siamese and triplet loss, their both core concept is to divide the input images into pairs, telling the network the image pair is positive or negative. In our case, the positive pair contains three sequences named ''anchor'', ''positive'' and ''negative'', where the ''anchor'' and ''positive'' come from the same person under different camera, the ''negative'' contains the image sequence that comes from the different person under a random camera. Specifically, given an input sequences pair (s i , s j ), where s i is the anchor sequence, s j includes the positive and negative sequences. The feature representation x i , x j is obtained after our JAFN, then the loss function is calculated in the following formula: (21) where . 2 is the Euclidean distance between the feature vectors. L sia denotes siamese loss while L trip denotes triplet loss, and L sof denotes softmax loss. The final loss is calculated in formula 21. In our case, the α of the siamese loss is 2.0 while the α of the triplet loss is 1.0 to balance the decline rate of the loss and the final accuracy performance. We set the loss weight W 0 , W 1 ,W 2 , W 3 and W 4 as 1.0 to ensure correct classification, maximize the relative distance between feature expression of negative pairs, and minimize which between positive pairs.
F. DATA BALANCE
To further improve the performance of the JAFN model, we propose to do data balance to alleviate the data disproportions existing among identities.
In person Re-ID task, there always are hundreds of person images for certain classes while only several images for others in existing datasets. This poses a difficulty in learning algorithms, as they will be biased towards the majority group. To alleviate this disproportions, we propose to balance its identity distribution based on the original images. We enlarge the original datasets based on themselves to make the data distribution balanced, i.e. every identity contains equal person images. Specifically, for a dataset D which contains N identities, where person i contains p i images, we find the max number p to set the target expanded number, then make up the insufficient sequence of certain pedestrians by copying the original images.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. EVALUATION DATASETS
In this paper, we adopt three typical datasets widely used on the problem of video-based person re-identification to evaluate the performance of our method. The examples of the utilized datasets are shown in Fig. 4 .
PRID-2011:
The PRID 2011 [33] re-identification dataset contains two camera views, but only 200 people from the two camera views are adjacent. There is 400 image sequence pair on the dataset. Each image sequence has a variable length from 5 to 675 and with an average number of 100. Compared with the iLIDS-VID dataset, it is captured in uncrowded outdoor scenes, containing more simple and clean background and rare cluttered occlusions.
i-LIDS-VID:
The iLIDS-VID dataset [34] is captured at an airport arrival on two non-overlapping camera views. Each camera view contains coincident 300 people and totally 600 image sequence pairs. Each image sequence has a variable length from 23 to 192, and an average number of 73. Due to clothing similarities among people, lighting and viewpoint variations across camera views, cluttered background and occlusions, this dataset is much more challenging than the PRID-2011 dataset.
MARS: The MARS dataset [35] is the largest video re-identification dataset. As an extension of the Market-1501 dataset [36] , it consists of 1261 different identities and 20715 tracklets. A large number of tracklets contain 25 to 50 frames, while most IDs are captured by 2 to 4 cameras and have 5 to 20 tracklets. Each identity has 13.2 tracklets on average. This dataset is much larger than the previous two datasets, remaining challenging and necessary to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Input:
The input of the improved network after our joint attentive spatial-temporal fusion mechanism is same with the baseline network [10] . We adopt multiple attention mechanisms to excavate the quality-and frame-aware information in the raw images to make the network pay more attention to the more useful images frames.
Network architecture: We first split the middle global feature representation (1024×7×7) into the different dimensions (1024×3×7, 1024×2×7, 1024×2×7), then utilize the average pooling for obtaining the 1024-dimension part features. Multiple mechanisms are applied to the part features, including the spatial-, temporal-and parts attention, as well as the residual learning. Therefore, the final feature representation is the concatenation of these attentive parts features, with the dimension of 3072. The learning rate of the JAFN is 1e-3, using the stochastic gradient descent for training.
Data preparation: We randomly select half of the persons for training and the others for testing. For examples, since there are 200 identities in the PRID2011, we randomly select 100 identities for training and the other 100 identities for testing. For the i-LIDS-VID, there are 300 identities, we randomly select 150 identities for training and other 150 identities for testing. Both for training and testing, images are resized to 224×224 for sending to the JAFN.
Training and testing: Each training procedure is 300 epochs. We set the dimension of the feature vector as 3072. During testing, we choose all frames of a certain person and divide it into 8 image frames per-group to extract fusion features with the pre-trained model, and extract final averaged feature to compute the matching rate against the features of gallery sequences under the simple Euclidean distance.
Evaluation metric: We utilize the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) for all the datasets, while extra Mean Average Precision (mAP) [36] for the MARS dataset. The CMC represents the probability that a query identity appears in different-sized candidate lists [3] , while the mAP is used together with CMC for the datasets where multiple ground truths from multiple cameras exist for each query.
C. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
1) COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
We compare the performance of the JAFN with several other state-of-the-art video-based methods, shown on Table 2 , and the Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) curves are also shown in Fig. 5 .
From the results, compared to the baseline network [10] , JAFN achieves comparable performance improvements. Compared to the baseline proposed by [10] which only utilizes the spatial feature extracted by the CNN, the frame-aware temporal information extracted by the additionally introduced LSTM improves the performance by more than 6% (CMC rank 1) in PRID2011 and 7% (CMC rank 1) in i-LIDS-VID. The performance improvements show the effectiveness of our proposed method in achieving the complementarity between the spatial and temporal features to help the video-based Re-ID. The performance improvement of i-LIDS-VID is more than the PRID2011. We think there are two reasons. One is that the i-LIDS-VID is more challenging than the PRID-2011. Original performance of the PRID2011 is enough considerable (90.3% of CMC rank 1), while the recognition performance for the more challenging i-LIDS-VID is only 68.0% of CMC rank 1, leaving more improvement space for the i-LIDS-VID. The other reason is that the temporal information is more crucial for the i-LIDS-VID than the PRID2011. As can be shown in Fig. 4 , the i-LIDS-VID contains much more clutters and variations across different camera views than the PRID2011. Since the spatial feature is limited due to the challenges from cross-view illumination variation, the spatial feature (color, appearance et.al.) is less reliable than the temporal feature (gait et.al.) for the i-LIDS-VID. The original baseline network [10] only contains the CNN to extract the spatial feature, ignoring the significance of the temporal feature. Our JFAN introduces the frame-aware temporal feature to effectively complements the spatial feature, which is more crucial for the i-LIDS-VID to achieve favorable performance improvements. The results show that the joint attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation mechanism can be potentially helpful for being applied to other video-based networks, which do not originally contain the recurrent network for temporal feature extraction. Compared to other state-ofthe-art results, our improved networks perform favorably than these approaches, showing the effectiveness of the aggregated feature with our method, especially on the PRID2011 and MARS datasets. After adding the proposed data balance method, denoting as ''+ DB'' in the Table 2 , our methods obtain performance improvements on all the datasets, showing that the proposed data balance is helpful for improving the video-based Re-ID.
On the more challenging i-LIDS-VID dataset, the performance (75.3% of CMC rank 1) after our joint attentive feature aggregation mechanism seems more limited than that in PRID-2011 (96.1% of CMC rank 1). One reason is that the PRID-2011 dataset is less challenging than the i-LIDS-VID dataset. Obtaining more performance improvements for the i-LIDS-VID dataset is more challenging. The other reason is that the JAFN contains the CNN and LSTM. In the less challenging PRID2011 and MARS datasets, utilizing the feature from CNN or LSTM can achieve a good performance, then our residual learning mechanism in JAFN for spatial-temporal fusion among these two kinds of features shows more improvement. However, the i-LIDS-VID dataset is much more difficult which contains variations, cluttered background, and occlusions. The extracted spatial and temporal features in the baseline network [11] are not useful enough since training a model on the challenging dataset is more easily to encounter over-fitting, making the residual learning system not work well, which brings the limited performance in i-LIDS-VID.
Moreover, from the results on the work by [35] , [36] , and [41] , the performances of their proposals on the i-LIDS-VID dataset are barely satisfactory compared with the work by [11] while better results of which on the PRID-2011. Our method achieves better performance on these datasets no matter how challenging they are, which also demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of our approach. Other methods such as [12] and [35] not only utilize the DNN model but also added traditional metric learning method (such as KISSME) to obtain good performance. Our method is evaluated on Euclidean distance and obtain better performance, which shows the effectiveness of the features extracted after JAFN.
2) ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT MODULES
In this section, we further compare the performance between the different modules on JAFN to compare their respective effectiveness. We denote the quality-aware module, the frame-aware module, and the residual learning as ''QA'', ''FA'' and ''RL''. The baseline [10] only utilize the ''QA'' to obtain the model that focuses on the images with higher quality without part attention. We propose the ''FA'' to utilize the LSTM and attention mechanism for obtaining frame-aware temporal feature. Residual learning (''RL'') represents the feature fusion between the spatial-and temporal feature extracted by the ''QA'' and ''RL''. The comparison CMC results are shown on Table 3 and Fig. 6 . From the comparison of results, the respective performance of the ''QA'' and ''FA'' is not far different, showing that the spatial and temporal feature should be simultaneously considered for helping recognition. On the other hand, the ''QA'' performs slightly better than the ''FA'' on all the datasets. The results show that since the temporal feature is more difficult to be extracted, the spatial feature is more crucial in recognizing the persons for the Re-ID task. Moreover, the performance of the ''QA'' and ''FA'' all perform favorably than the baseline [10] , showing the effectiveness of the frame-aware attention and part attention mechanisms based on the image quality and frame significance. The performance of ''RL'' that combining the ''QA'' and ''FA'' is better than the both, demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed JAFN utilizing the residual learning mechanism for spatial-and temporal feature fusion.
3) ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT FEATURES
In this section, we further compare the performance of the different features in the JAFN to analyze their respective contributions, that is: the spatial feature extracted by the CNN, the temporal feature extracted by the LSTM, and the fused spatial-temporal feature extracted after the residual learning mechanism. We respectively denote the three kinds of features as ''SF'', ''TF'', and ''STF''. The comparison CMC results are shown on Table 4 and Fig. 7 . For the baseline network [10] which only contains the CNN to excavate the quality-aware spatial information, the performance of combining the features extracted by the CNN and LSTM is better than that only from the CNN or LSTM. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed residual learning mechanism for spatial-and temporal feature fusion, adding the information extracted by the CNN to the LSTM can make up for the lost spatial information from the LSTM. In addition, the performance of the spatial feature extracted by the CNN is much better than that of the LSTM. The CNN dominates in the JAFN. As have clarified in the work of [31] , the residual learning framework is to address the degradation problem to make the deep layers indirectly better fit a desired optimal mapping. For the baseline network, after the residual learning mechanism, the introduced recurrent layer helps to learn the residual to make the CNN better fit the desired optimal mapping that helps the recognition. The learned residual with the help of the LSTM is more nearly optimal, which makes the original CNN better close to the desired optimal mapping for better recognition performance. The proposed adaptive residual learning mechanism enhances the significance of the CNN then the brought temporal feature shows limited complementarity, which is demonstrated on the results that the performances of the CNN in the JAFN are better than the baseline [10] on all datasets, as shown on Table 2 and  Table 4 . Furthermore, the complementarity between spatial features and temporal features brings the crucial help for the video-based Re-ID. The performance of combining the spatial and temporal features is also better than the baseline network [10] only containing the spatial feature. These results shown on the three datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed JAFN for spatial-temporal feature fusion on the video-based Re-ID task.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a joint attentive spatial-temporal feature aggregation network (JAFN), incorporating qualityaware attention, frame-aware attention and residual learning for improving the video-based person re-identification.
The quality-aware attention module generates the quality score to measure the quality of the images for attentive spatial feature aggregation. The frame-aware attention module measures the significance of the image frames contributing to the temporal feature. The two attention mechanisms make the system focus on the images with higher quality and significance. Then we utilize the residual learning between the spatial and temporal features for more discriminative feature fusion. With comprehensive experiments conducted on the PRID-2011, i-LIDS-VID and MARS datasets, our proposed methods perform favorably against other state-of-the-art networks, demonstrating the effectiveness of JAFN in improving the performance of the video-based Re-ID. We give further comparisons to elaborate the respective advantages and applicability of the different modules and features in JAFN, showing that the proposed parts in JAFN complement each other to help learn more discriminative representations for the video-based Re-ID.
